Livelihood in Mumbai hit by
pandemic, 66% folks say jobs
impacted: survey
January 29, 2021 in Mumbai

A survey of two,087 folks throughout all wards in Mumbai to grasp how the Covid19 pandemic impacted their livelihood has discovered that not less than 66 per cent both
misplaced their jobs or their employment avenues had been adversely affected.
While not less than 47 per cent respondents mentioned they needed to dip into their financial
savings to pay for family bills, 66 per cent mentioned that they had problem in affording
home hire throughout lockdown.

The survey, carried out by Praja Foundation, seemed on the influence of the pandemic
and the lockdown on sectors like well being, training, financial and transport providers.
On the difficulty of public transport, many respondents mentioned that they’d now want
to journey in buses than trains. In the pre pandemic world, 31 of the respondents most
popular to journey in buses. Now, 34 per cent respondents mentioned that they would
favor to journey in buses.
While in pre pandemic instances, 32 per cent respondents most popular to journey in
trains, solely 23 per cent most popular this mode of public transport now.
People additionally appear to want strolling to work within the submit pandemic world.
While earlier, 17 per cent respondents most popular strolling, the determine has
elevated to 21 per cent now. There is not any change within the desire for cabs,
autorickshaws and private vehicles earlier than and after the pandemic.

Milind Mhaske, challenge director in Praja, mentioned: “Place of livelihood and place
where one resides needs to be close. We realised that during the pandemic, people
could not travel far for work. There is a strong case for increasing the number of buses.
Even in our survey, people said they prefer road transport now. Our over dependence
on the railway did not help during the pandemic. Our recommendation is to strengthen
and increase the frequency of public buses.”
Those surveyed have mentioned that sanitised seats, contactless ticketing and
decreased crowding might encourage them to go for public transport.
The survey lined expert and unskilled labourers, shopowners, workplace executives,
salesmen, clerical staff and family residents. Of the two,087 respondents, 36 per cent
mentioned they had been compelled to go on go away with out wage and 25 per cent
mentioned they labored with out wage in the course of the lockdown.
While the lockdown impacted all professions, for some working teams, it was worse.
While 66 per cent office-goers mentioned they had been paid much less however
compelled to work further hours, 51 per cent of clerical and supervisory employees
and 46 per cent of unskilled staff mentioned they labored with out pay.
“Income has reduced by 28 per cent of those surveyed,” mentioned Jennifer Spencer,
who’s a part of the Praja analysis crew that undertook the survey.
The survey additionally checked out migration and the way the idea of “work from
home” is faring. Of all of the folks surveyed, 23 per cent had moved out of Mumbai.
This included individuals who had misplaced their job and people working from distant
places exterior town. Women had been extra enthused to proceed working from
dwelling as in comparison with males.
Further, the survey assessed the scope of on-line training. Poor Internet
connectivity was a typical criticism, however extra regarding points had been
of eyesight issues confronted by youngsters as a consequence of lengthy publicity to
screens, bodily inaction and frustration for being confined to dwelling.
Spencer mentioned that each on-line and offline courses may very well be used as a mixed
device sooner or later. “In 82 per cent cases, parents said teachers trained them to use online
education platforms,” she added. But 54 per cent of these surveyed mentioned they
like classroom educating to on-line courses and that it was secure to return to colleges.
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